Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>

Theft of Services Complaint
10 messages
Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
To: Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Darrell Flood <teagle7@gmail.com>, Preston Polasek <prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>

Fri, Jun 14, 2013 at 1:26 PM

Please note the information forwarded to Preston Polasek, City Administrator for Lafayette.
Beyond the fact that I should not have to resort to filing a police report, I should not have been had services stolen from me in the first place. Once the water goes
through the meter, I own it.
Beyond Darrell as a witness, the city engineer also witnessed the act even after being advised permission was not given.
As there appears to be no compensation coming, I am requesting that the contractor be cited for theft of services. I note that the level of the misdemeanor varies
with the amount stolen.
I don't have the name of the contractor, as the contract documents are not available. Perhaps Preston will provide that to you.
Thank you.
Angela Flood
287 Canyon View Drive
Lafayette
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 13, 2013 at 9:51 AM
Subject: Re: Street Project
To: Preston Polasek <prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>
Also, when you talk to the contractor, you might want to remind them that theft of services is a chargable misdemeanor at the state level.
On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 9:13 PM, Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com> wrote:
Three separate times, today, Darrell was asked by the street pavers if they could use our water for their project. Three separate times, he told them no. He
explained that water was ridiculously expensive. The third time was by the city engineer, who then advised they could use the fire hydrant.
Twice, he observed them using our water to fill up their systems. He did not tell them to stop because, apparently, what he said made no difference.
I don't know where they come from but where we come from, no means no.

So, given that our water was used, against our express consent, I am quite certain that you will figure out a way to compensate us for the use.
Thank you.
Angela Flood
PS - The spring has started popping open 3 feet up from where the finished pavement is. It started cracking this afternoon. This evening, the pavement is wet
above the area. It wasn't when I got home. The city engineer was certain they figured it out, this time versus the last time this was tried. Might want to let him
know - not so much.

Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
Cc: Darrell Flood <teagle7@gmail.com>, Preston Polasek <prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 4:17 PM

Angela,

Thanks for the informa on below. I was doing some checking on this today, as I know Preston is out of the oﬃce for a few days. I wanted to make sure you
knew that this is not a City ma er and they would have no way of “credi ng” your account. It is an issue between you and the contractor who went onto your
property and took the water a er being told not to.

If you would like, I can assign a Deputy to take a report of trespass for coming onto your property and taking the water. The the , from what I understand,
would have totaled about 5 gallons of water and based oﬀ the rate charged per cubic foot, would equate to around 12 cents.

Please let me know how you would like to resolve this issue. Like I men oned before, it is between you and the contractor and not the City.

Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriﬀ's Oﬃce
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
P: (503)434-7440
F:(503)472-5330

From: Angela Flood [mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 1:27 PM
To: Tim Svenson
Cc: Darrell Flood; Preston Polasek
Subject: Theft of Services Complaint
[Quoted text hidden]

Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
To: Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Darrell Flood <teagle7@gmail.com>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 4:43 PM

It sounds like you have already done enough research to know how much was stolen and a perceived value of it. You also have noted a trespassing charge, as
well.
Whether or not the amount was 12 cents or 12 dollars or 1200 dollars, that only determines the level. Don't belittle anyone, based on what you consider a value or
not. It resonates with me, regarding the lack of inaction for people who have been victimized.
I will leave the choice of pursuing this to Darrell, as he was the one who the permission conversation was with.
Thank you for the information.
Angela Flood
[Quoted text hidden]

Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
Cc: Darrell Flood <teagle7@gmail.com>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 5:07 PM

Angela,
Please call my cell, 503-470-003, so we can talk in person. In no way was I belittling you. I was merely letting you know what I found out and an option to move
forward. In cases like this we have to choose the most appropriate crime to move forward with and wanted you to know there was another option.

Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID

Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com> wrote:
It sounds like you have already done enough research to know how much was stolen and a perceived value of it. You also have noted a trespassing charge, as
well.
Whether or not the amount was 12 cents or 12 dollars or 1200 dollars, that only determines the level. Don't belittle anyone, based on what you consider a value or
not. It resonates with me, regarding the lack of inaction for people who have been victimized.
I will leave the choice of pursuing this to Darrell, as he was the one who the permission conversation was with.
Thank you for the information.
Angela Flood
On Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 4:17 PM, Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>> wrote:
Angela,
Thanks for the information below. I was doing some checking on this today, as I know Preston is out of the office for a few days. I wanted to make sure you knew
that this is not a City matter and they would have no way of “crediting” your account. It is an issue between you and the contractor who went onto your property
and took the water after being told not to.
If you would like, I can assign a Deputy to take a report of trespass for coming onto your property and taking the water. The theft, from what I understand, would
have totaled about 5 gallons of water and based off the rate charged per cubic foot, would equate to around 12 cents.
Please let me know how you would like to resolve this issue. Like I mentioned before, it is between you and the contractor and not the City.
Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
P: (503)434-7440<tel:%28503%29434-7440>
F:(503)472-5330<tel:%28503%29472-5330>
From: Angela Flood [mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>]
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 1:27 PM
To: Tim Svenson
Cc: Darrell Flood; Preston Polasek
Subject: Theft of Services Complaint
Please note the information forwarded to Preston Polasek, City Administrator for Lafayette.
Beyond the fact that I should not have to resort to filing a police report, I should not have been had services stolen from me in the first place. Once the water goes
through the meter, I own it.
Beyond Darrell as a witness, the city engineer also witnessed the act even after being advised permission was not given.
As there appears to be no compensation coming, I am requesting that the contractor be cited for theft of services. I note that the level of the misdemeanor varies

with the amount stolen.
I don't have the name of the contractor, as the contract documents are not available. Perhaps Preston will provide that to you.
Thank you.
Angela Flood
287 Canyon View Drive
Lafayette
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>
Date: Thu, Jun 13, 2013 at 9:51 AM
Subject: Re: Street Project
To: Preston Polasek <prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>>
Also, when you talk to the contractor, you might want to remind them that theft of services is a chargable misdemeanor at the state level.
[Quoted text hidden]

Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
To: Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 5:19 PM

I am deaf. I will have Darrell call if he chooses to pursue.
[Quoted text hidden]

Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 5:21 PM

OK are you home? I can come by and talk in person. I want to make sure you understand that I was not making this a small issue, rather offer up another charge
to move forward with knowing how our DA's office works.
Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID
Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com> wrote:
I am deaf. I will have Darrell call if he chooses to pursue.

On Jun 17, 2013 5:07 PM, "Tim Svenson" <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>> wrote:
Angela,
Please call my cell, 503-470-003, so we can talk in person. In no way was I belittling you. I was merely letting you know what I found out and an option to move
forward. In cases like this we have to choose the most appropriate crime to move forward with and wanted you to know there was another option.

Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID
Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>> wrote:
It sounds like you have already done enough research to know how much was stolen and a perceived value of it. You also have noted a trespassing charge, as
well.
Whether or not the amount was 12 cents or 12 dollars or 1200 dollars, that only determines the level. Don't belittle anyone, based on what you consider a value or
not. It resonates with me, regarding the lack of inaction for people who have been victimized.
I will leave the choice of pursuing this to Darrell, as he was the one who the permission conversation was with.
Thank you for the information.
Angela Flood
On Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 4:17 PM, Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us><mailto:SVENSONT@co.
yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>>> wrote:
Angela,
Thanks for the information below. I was doing some checking on this today, as I know Preston is out of the office for a few days. I wanted to make sure you knew
that this is not a City matter and they would have no way of “crediting” your account. It is an issue between you and the contractor who went onto your property
and took the water after being told not to.
If you would like, I can assign a Deputy to take a report of trespass for coming onto your property and taking the water. The theft, from what I understand, would
have totaled about 5 gallons of water and based off the rate charged per cubic foot, would equate to around 12 cents.
Please let me know how you would like to resolve this issue. Like I mentioned before, it is between you and the contractor and not the City.
Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128

P: (503)434-7440<tel:%28503%29434-7440><tel:%28503%29434-7440>
F:(503)472-5330<tel:%28503%29472-5330><tel:%28503%29472-5330>
From: Angela Flood [mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>]
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 1:27 PM
To: Tim Svenson
Cc: Darrell Flood; Preston Polasek
Subject: Theft of Services Complaint
Please note the information forwarded to Preston Polasek, City Administrator for Lafayette.
Beyond the fact that I should not have to resort to filing a police report, I should not have been had services stolen from me in the first place. Once the water goes
through the meter, I own it.
Beyond Darrell as a witness, the city engineer also witnessed the act even after being advised permission was not given.
As there appears to be no compensation coming, I am requesting that the contractor be cited for theft of services. I note that the level of the misdemeanor varies
with the amount stolen.
I don't have the name of the contractor, as the contract documents are not available. Perhaps Preston will provide that to you.
Thank you.
Angela Flood
287 Canyon View Drive
Lafayette
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>>
Date: Thu, Jun 13, 2013 at 9:51 AM
Subject: Re: Street Project
To: Preston Polasek <prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us><mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>>>
Also, when you talk to the contractor, you might want to remind them that theft of services is a chargable misdemeanor at the state level.
[Quoted text hidden]

Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
To: Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 5:30 PM

I am leaving. Just talk to Darrell about it. I get how people think I am. So, just let him handle it.
[Quoted text hidden]

Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 5:36 PM

I am sorry you feel that way. I truly am on your side with this. Another reason why I don't like dealing with these issues in email form.
Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID
Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com> wrote:
I am leaving. Just talk to Darrell about it. I get how people think I am. So, just let him handle it.
On Jun 17, 2013 5:22 PM, "Tim Svenson" <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>> wrote:
OK are you home? I can come by and talk in person. I want to make sure you understand that I was not making this a small issue, rather offer up another charge
to move forward with knowing how our DA's office works.
Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID
Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>> wrote:
I am deaf. I will have Darrell call if he chooses to pursue.
On Jun 17, 2013 5:07 PM, "Tim Svenson" <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us><mailto:SVENSONT@co.
yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>>> wrote:
Angela,
Please call my cell, 503-470-003, so we can talk in person. In no way was I belittling you. I was merely letting you know what I found out and an option to move
forward. In cases like this we have to choose the most appropriate crime to move forward with and wanted you to know there was another option.

Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID
Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>> wrote:
It sounds like you have already done enough research to know how much was stolen and a perceived value of it. You also have noted a trespassing charge, as
well.
Whether or not the amount was 12 cents or 12 dollars or 1200 dollars, that only determines the level. Don't belittle anyone, based on what you consider a value or
not. It resonates with me, regarding the lack of inaction for people who have been victimized.
I will leave the choice of pursuing this to Darrell, as he was the one who the permission conversation was with.
Thank you for the information.
Angela Flood
On Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 4:17 PM, Tim Svenson <SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us><mailto:SVENSONT@co.
yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>><mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us><
mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us<mailto:SVENSONT@co.yamhill.or.us>>>> wrote:
Angela,
Thanks for the information below. I was doing some checking on this today, as I know Preston is out of the office for a few days. I wanted to make sure you knew
that this is not a City matter and they would have no way of “crediting” your account. It is an issue between you and the contractor who went onto your property
and took the water after being told not to.
If you would like, I can assign a Deputy to take a report of trespass for coming onto your property and taking the water. The theft, from what I understand, would
have totaled about 5 gallons of water and based off the rate charged per cubic foot, would equate to around 12 cents.
Please let me know how you would like to resolve this issue. Like I mentioned before, it is between you and the contractor and not the City.
Captain Tim Svenson
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
535 E 5th Street, RM 143
McMinnville, OR 97128
P: (503)434-7440<tel:%28503%29434-7440><tel:%28503%29434-7440><tel:%28503%29434-7440>
F:(503)472-5330<tel:%28503%29472-5330><tel:%28503%29472-5330>
From: Angela Flood [mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>
<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>>]
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 1:27 PM
To: Tim Svenson
Cc: Darrell Flood; Preston Polasek
Subject: Theft of Services Complaint
Please note the information forwarded to Preston Polasek, City Administrator for Lafayette.

Beyond the fact that I should not have to resort to filing a police report, I should not have been had services stolen from me in the first place. Once the water goes
through the meter, I own it.
Beyond Darrell as a witness, the city engineer also witnessed the act even after being advised permission was not given.
As there appears to be no compensation coming, I am requesting that the contractor be cited for theft of services. I note that the level of the misdemeanor varies
with the amount stolen.
I don't have the name of the contractor, as the contract documents are not available. Perhaps Preston will provide that to you.
Thank you.
Angela Flood
287 Canyon View Drive
Lafayette
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>
<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com><mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com<mailto:angela.flood@gmail.com>>>>
Date: Thu, Jun 13, 2013 at 9:51 AM
Subject: Re: Street Project
To: Preston Polasek <prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us><mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>>
<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us><mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us<mailto:prestonp@ci.lafayette.or.us>>>>
Also, when you talk to the contractor, you might want to remind them that theft of services is a chargable misdemeanor at the state level.
[Quoted text hidden]

Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
To: Darrell Flood <teagle7@gmail.com>

Mon, Jun 17, 2013 at 7:11 PM

This is the conversation.
[Quoted text hidden]

Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
To: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Angela Flood <angela.flood@gmail.com>
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Wed, Mar 14, 2018 at 6:03 AM

